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CODES FOR MARKS
Code

Interpretation

310

Filing number

320

Filing date

750

Applicant

731

Applicant’s address

740

Representative address

510

List of goods and services (Nice class)

540

Description of mark

CODES FOR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS

Code

Interpretation

111

Registration number

151

Registration date

750

Applicant

731

Applicant’s address

740

Representative address

510

Nice Classification

540

Description of mark
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NEW TRADEMARK ACCEPTED

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

RW/T/2021/204
01/04/2021
(320)
THE STANDARD BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED
5 SIMMONDS STREET, JOHANNESBURG,2001, GAUTENG, Republic of South Africa
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(36) Insurance products and services;financial affairs;monetary affairs;real estate affairs;banking
services;payment facilitation services, facilitation and rendering of banking and financial transactions,
including those rendered online via the Internet or computer network, or by telephone or cellular
telephone;services ancillary

(540)

万事可期
___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

RW/T/2021/205
01/04/2021
(320)
THE STANDARD BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED
5 SIMMONDS STREET, JOHANNESBURG,2001, GAUTENG, Republic of South Africa
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(36) Insurance products and services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; banking services;
payment facilitation services, facilitation and rendering of banking and financial transactions, including those
rendered online via the Internet or computer network, or by telephone or cellular telephone; services ancillary
标准银行
--------------------

(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/206
06/04/2021
(320)
AEOLUS TYRE CO., LTD.
N°48 Jiaodong South Road Jiaozuo,Henan, Peoples Republic of China
Robert Clement RUZINDANA of GLF
Nonko, Nyarugunga, Kicukiro, P.O BOX: 2038 Kigali
(12) Automobile tires;casings for pneumatic tyres;tires for vehicle wheels;treads for retreading tires;pneumatic
tires;inner tubes for pneumatic tires;solid tires for vehicle wheels;adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner
tubes;tyre mousse inserts;spikes for tires
AEOLUS (and logo)

--------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/207
06/04/2021
(320)
AEOLUS TYRE CO., LTD.
N°48 Jiaodong South Road Jiaozuo,Henan, Peoples Republic of China
Robert Clement RUZINDANA of GLF
Nonko, Nyarugunga, Kicukiro, P.O BOX: 2038 Kigali
(12) Automobile tires; casings for pneumatic tyres; tires for vehicle wheels; treads for retreading tires;
pneumatic tires; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; solid tires for vehicle wheels; adhesive rubber patches for
repairing inner tubes; tyre mousse inserts; spikes for tires.
WIND POWER (and logo)

-----------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/208
06/04/2021
(320)
AEOLUS TYRE CO., LTD.
N°48 Jiaodong South Road Jiaozuo,Henan, Peoples Republic of China
Robert Clement RUZINDANA of GLF
Nonko, Nyarugunga, Kicukiro, P.O BOX: 2038 Kigali
(12) Automobile tires; casings for pneumatic tyres; tires for vehicle wheels; treads for retreading tires;
pneumatic tires; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; solid tires for vehicle wheels; adhesive rubber patches for
repairing inner tubes; tyre mousse inserts; spikes for tires.
CARGOPOWER (and logo)

-------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/209
06/04/2021
(320)
AEOLUS TYRE CO., LTD.
N°48 Jiaodong South Road Jiaozuo,Henan, Peoples Republic of China
Robert Clement RUZINDANA of GLF
Nonko, Nyarugunga, Kicukiro, P.O BOX: 2038 Kigali
(12) Automobile tires; casings for pneumatic tyres; tires for vehicle wheels; treads for retreading tires;
pneumatic tires; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; solid tires for vehicle wheels; adhesive rubber patches for
repairing inner tubes; tyre mousse inserts; spikes for tires.
WINDPOWER (and logo)

___________
RW/T/2021/251
27/04/2021
(320)
EMMISARI LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
Hilaire MUHIRE
Nyarugenge, Kigali
(35) provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services;production of
(510)
teleshopping programmes / production of teleshopping programs
(540)
EMMISSARI
___________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/210
ExClaft ltd
Kigali, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali
(29) OIL FOR FOOD
LATIO (and logo)

(320)

06/04/2021

(320)

06/04/2021

----------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/211
ExClaft ltd
Kigali, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali
(29) oil for food
SOULINA (and logo)

------------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/212
06/04/2021
(320)
LEADING THE FUTURE LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
DAVID ONDERI MAERI
KIGALI
(35) online advertising on a computer network;provision of online marketplace for buyers and sellers;sales
promotion for others;production of advertising films;rental of advertising space;advertising agency
services/publicity agency services;advertising/publicity;business
management
consultancy and
organization;television advertising
IJANA.100

--------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/213
06/04/2021
(320)
LOYAL LINK SUPPLIERS LTD
KABEZA KIGALI, Rwanda
KWIZERA RASHID SHANDABA
KABEZA, KICUKIRO
(30) rice
MEKETA RICE (and logo)
Disclaim the word "RICE" separately and apart from the mark as
a whole

-------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/215
06/04/2021
(320)
NATSINET SOAP & CLEANING MATERIALS PLANT LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
BERHANE GEZAE GEBREMICAEL
KIGALI
(3) soap; cleaning preparations; non-medicated cosmetics
NATSINET (and logo)

-----------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/216
(320)
ZORA INTERNATIONAL
KIGALI, Rwanda
YANICK TWAMUGABO NGARAMBE
KIGALI
(30) honey
BOUKHI (and logo)

06/04/2021

-----------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/217
MATHIS LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
BIZIMANA EPHREM
KIGALI
(30) maize flour
MATHIS (and logo)

(320)

06/04/2021

---------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/218
06/04/2021
(320)
Chevron Intellectual Property, LLC
6001 Bollinger Canyon Road, San Ramon, California, U.S.A.
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(4) Petroleum and petroleum products, namely, motor fuels, motor oils and lubricants for motors, lubricating
oils and greases, fuel oil, fuels for burning, base oils for use as lubricants; aviation fuels; industrial oils and
lubricants; synthetic oils and lubricants; natural gas; liquefied natural gas; lubricants for maritime use;
hydraulic oils.
CALTEX (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/219
INGENZI FITI LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
MUTUYIMANA CLARISSE
KIGALI
(29) yogurt / yoghurt
FITI (and logo)

(320)

06/04/2021

-------------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/220
06/04/2021
(320)
NATURAL RESOURCES GROWING AND PROCESSING LTD
MUSANZE, Rwanda
KANEZERO JUSTIN
MUSANZE
(3) ethereal oils / essential oils; hair lotions*; hair spray; hair straightening preparations; herbal extracts for
cosmetic purposes; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for cleaning
purposes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics
KNAP (and logo)

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/222
12/04/2021
(320)
MANEBU IIMPORTERS AND GENERAL TADING
, Rwanda
Frank MARTIN NYABUDARA
Nyarugenge, Kigali
(29) palm oil for food
HOM (and logo)

-----------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/223
(320)
KABO PRODUCT
Gatenga, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda
Innocent HABAKURAMA
Kigali
(32) Ginger beer
KABO (and logo)

12/04/2021

-----------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/224
12/04/2021
(320)
MAMUJEE PRODUCTS LIMITED
P.O. Box 394 Tanga, Gofu Chini Industrial Area Opposite Sido, United Republic Of Tanzania
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations;non-medicated dentifrices;perfumery, essential
oils;bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use;cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations
CARESONS BABYCARE (and logo)
Disclaimer of the exclusive right to use of the English terms
“FORMULA” “MADE” "200gm" “UNDER” “HYGIENIC” and “
CONDITIONS”

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/225
COTCORI Ltd
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
Peter UWAMAHORO
KIGALI
(30) rice
AKAJE (and logo)

(320)

13/04/2021

__________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/226
13/04/2021
(320)
Religious Technology Center
1710 Ivar Avenue, Suite 1100, Los Angeles, California 90028, U.S.A.
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(16) Printed matter, namely, books, magazines, newsletters, booklets and printed educational materials
pertaining to religion and philosophy and (45) Religious and ministerial services, namely religious auditing to
attain an increased understanding of self and spiritual gain; conducting religious congregational services
SCIENTOLOGY Cross (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/227
13/04/2021
(320)
British American Tobacco (Brands) Inc.
251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington, Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(34) Cigarettes;tobacco, raw or manufactured;roll your own tobacco;pipe tobacco;tobacco products;tobacco
substitutes (not for medical purposes);cigars;cigarillos;cigarette lighters;cigar lighters;matches;smokers'
articles;cigarette paper;cigarette tubes;cigarette filters;pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes;hand held
machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes;electronic cigarettes;liquids for electronic cigarettes;tobacco
products for the purpose of being heated
LOVE THE NOW

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/240
16/04/2021
(320)
KASESA DISTILLERS & DISTRIBUTORS LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
RUTAYISIRE Emmanuel
Rwempasha, Nyagatare,Eastern Province
(33) alcoholic beverages except beer
CABINET
-----------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/228
13/04/2021
(320)
CANTINE CECI S.P.A.
Strada Provinciale di Golese, 99 43056 TORRILE (PARMA), Italy
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(33) Wines
V (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/229
13/04/2021
(320)
CANTINE CECI S.P.A.
Strada Provinciale di Golese, 99 43056 TORRILE (PARMA), Italy
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(33) Wines
TERRE VERDIANE
___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/230
13/04/2021
(320)
British American Tobacco (Brands) Inc.
251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington, Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(34) Cigarettes;tobacco, raw or manufactured;roll your own tobacco;pipe tobacco;tobacco products;tobacco
substitutes (not for medical purposes);cigars;cigarillos;cigarette lighters;cigar lighters;matches;smokers'
articles;cigarette paper;cigarette tubes;cigarette filters;pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes;hand held
machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes;electronic cigarettes;liquids for electronic cigarettes;tobacco
products for the purpose of being heated
PAUSE (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/232
13/04/2021
(320)
CANTINE CECI S.P.A.
Strada Provinciale di Golese, 99 43056 TORRILE (PARMA), Italy
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(33) Wines
CECI
___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/233
14/04/2021
(320)
CHANGAMKA FOOD PROCESSING COMPANY LTD
Kanombe, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda
Jean Aime NIYONKURU
Gisenyi, Rubavu
(33) wine
CHANGAMKA (and logo)

___________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/236
15/04/2021
(320)
SECURITY LOGISTICS RWANDA LTD
Gikondo,Kigali, Rwanda
AJAY KUMAR
Kigali
(39) freight (shipping goods);freight forwarding;transport logistics;storage of goods;storage/warehousing;air
transport;railway transport;transport;transport brokerage
SCL (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2018/468
25/07/2018
(320)
Associated Battery Manufacturers (East Africa) Limited
P. O. Box 48917 – 00100, Kenya
Trust Law Chambers
KG 569 ST, TLC House, P.o.Box6679 Kigali, kimihurura
(9) Batteries for vehicles, batteries for lighting, electric batteries, and battery chargers for aircraft and boats
and for industrial uses, for use in alternative power sources as well as batteries and electronic equipment and
related solar products and solar panels.
Powerlast MAINTENANCE FREE (and logo) 'MAINTENANCE
FREE' separately and apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/239
(320)
EXCRAFT Ltd
NYARUGENGE, Nyarugenge, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(30) Pasta
RENADA (and logo)

15/04/2021

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/237
15/04/2021
(320)
YİĞİT AKÜ MALZEMELERİ NAKLİYAT TURİZM İNŞAAT SANAYİ VE TİCARET ANONİM
ŞİRKETİ
Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Oğuz Caddesi No:2 Sincan Ankara , Turkey
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(9) Apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity, electric
plugs, junction boxes [electricity], electric switches, circuit breakers, fuses, lighting ballasts, battery starter
cables, electrical circuit boards, electric resistances, electric sockets, transformers [electricity], electrical
adapters, battery chargers, electric door bells, electric and electronic cables, batteries, electric accumulators,
solar panels for production of electricity
BLACK TIGER (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/241
NOVA FACTORY LTD
Niboye, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda
Cephas NZANANA
Kicukiro, Kigali
(30) corn flour/maize flour
NOVA (and logo)

(320)

16/04/2021

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/148
23/03/2021
(320)
NORDA INDUSTRIES LIMITED
, Kenya
ZENITH LAW FIRM
Remera, Gasabo, Kigali
(29) Palm oil food and (30) corn flour / corn meal / maize flour / maize meal ; seasoning
RINGOZ (and logo)

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/242
(320)
ITC AFRICA LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali , Rwanda
Mahmoud Hussein Mohamed Hassanin
Kigali
(29) Tomato paste
FURAHA (and logo)

16/04/2021

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/179
BLISS GVS PHARMA LIMITED
102, Hyde Park, Saki Vihar Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400 072, India
HESED ADVOCATES LTD
Remera, Gasabo, Kigali
(5) pharmaceutical preparations
TODAY
___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/183
25/03/2021
(320)
BLISS GVS PHARMA LIMITED
102, Hyde Park, Saki Vihar Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400 072 , India
HESED ADVOCATES
Remera, Gasabo, Kigali
(5) Pharmaceutical preparations
ALVITE

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/184
26/03/2021
(320)
MUHABURA BEVERAGES LTD
Cyabingo, Gakenke, Northern Province, Rwanda
Emmanuel SIBOMANA
Cyabingo, Gakenke, Amajyaruguru
(33) Wine
DUTEKANE GINGER FLAVOURED WINE Disclaim the word
"GINGER FLAVOURED WINE" separately and apart from the
mark as a whole

___________
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RW/T/2021/243
19/04/2021
(320)
MOJO RWANDA LTD
Kinyinya, Gasabo, Kigali , Rwanda
Ronald MULENGA MFITUMUKIZA
Kimihurura, Gasabo
(36)
banking;loans[financing];factoring;credit
bureau
services;insurance
brokerage;capital
investment;financing services;mortgage banking;savings bank services;financial management of
reimbursement payments for others;investment of funds;stocks and bonds brokerage;providing rebates at
participating establishments of others through use of a membership card
MOJO (and logo)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

___________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/186
(320)
KORA NEZA TWITEZE IMBERE LTD
Cyuve, Musanze, Northern Province , Rwanda
Athanasie NYIRAMALIRO
Musanze
(32) preparations for making beverages;ginger beer
AKABANZO (and logo)

26/03/2021

__________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/247
(320)
RYOSHYANA INDUSTRY LTD
KIMISAGARA, KIGALI, Rwanda
KAYISHEMA JOEL
KIGALI, KIMISAGARA
(30) honey
IRIS (and logo)

12/03/2021

__________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/249
NARADA ADONAI LTD
Jabana, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
Emmanuel SEMUKIZA
Gisozi, Gasabo, Kigali
(30) maize flour
E.ULINZI (and logo)

(320)

19/04/2021

__________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/250
19/04/2021
(320)
RIVER TRADING LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
Ahmed NSENGIMANA
Kimisagara, Nyarugenge, Kigali
(1) silcones, (2) anti-rust oil;pigments, (6) locks of metals other than electric;padlocks, (7) spraying
machine;sewing machines, (8) pick axes;machette, (16) adhesive for stationery or household, (19) asphalt;
water pipe not of metal, (22) ropes and (23) yarn/thread
RIVER (and logo)

__________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/193
01/04/2021
(320)
RWANDA FINANCE Ltd
Nyarugenge, Kigali city, Rwanda
Antonny Nshimye MUKULU
Kimironko,Gasabo, Kigali
(35)
administration
of
frequent
flyer
program;administration
of
consumer
loyalty
programs;advertising/publicity;advertising agency services/publicity;rental of advertising space;rental of
advertising time on communication;production of advertising films;rental of billboards [advertising
board];business organization consultancy;advisory services for business management;professional business
consultancy;business management services;providing business information via a web site;commercial
information agency services;design of advertising materials;marketing;on-line advertising on a computer
network;outdoor advertising and (36) banking;brokerage;business liquidation services, financial;capital
investment;charitable fund raising;electronic funds transfer;financial customs brokerages services;financial
consultancy;financial consultancy;financial sponsorship;providing financial information via a web
site;financing services;insurance brokerage;insurance consultancy;investment of funds;mutual funds;online
banking;provident fund services;securities brokerage;stock brokerage services;stock and bonds
brokerage;surety services;trusteeship/fiduciary
KIFC (and logo) Disclaim the words " KIGALI",
"INTERNATIONAL", "FINANCIAL" and "CENTER"
separately and apart from the mark as a whole

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/252
20/04/2021
(320)
MOVITA SUPER CO LTD
Kicukiro, Niboye, Kigali, Rwanda
Isaacar NTEZIRYIMANA
Kicukiro, Kigali
(3) cosmetics;cosmetics for children;cosmetics for skin care;cosmetics for cream;cosmetics for preparations
baths
MOWILI (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/194
01/04/2021
(320)
RWANDA FINANCE Ltd
Nyarugenge, Kigali city, Rwanda
Antonny Nshimye MUKULU
Kimironko,Gasabo, Kigali
(35) administration of frequent flyer program;administration of consumer loyalty programs;
advertising/publicity;advertising agency services/publicity;rental of advertising space;rental of advertising time
on communication;production of advertising films;rental of billboards [advertising board];business organization
consultancy; advisory services for business management;professional business consultancy;business
management services;providing business information via a web site;commercial information agency services;
design of advertising materials; marketing;on-line advertising on a computer network;outdoor advertising and
(36) banking;brokerage;business liquidation services, financial;capital investment;charitable fund
raising;electronic funds transfer;financial customs brokerages services;financial consultancy;financial
consultancy;financial sponsorship;providing financial information via a web site;financing services;insurance
brokerage;insurance consultancy;investment of funds;mutual funds;online banking;provident fund
services;securities
brokerage;stock
brokerage
services;stock
and
bonds
brokerage;surety
services;trusteeship/fiduciary
KIFC Symbol (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/200
01/04/2021
(320)
AMACO PAINTS LTD
Gahanga, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda
GAHUNGA Jean Claude
Nyarutarama, Kigali
(2) paints;thinners for paints;varnishes;wood coatings;mastic;lacquers
AMACO (and logo)

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/258
20/04/2021
(320)
TALASA COMPANY
Gasabo,Kigali , Rwanda
Protais ZIGAMA
Kgarama, Kicukiro, Kigali
(30) corn flour/corn meal/maize flour/maize meal
MAGAJU (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/201
01/04/2021
(320)
INGUFU GIN LTD
Muhima, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
Samuel NTIHANABAYO
Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali
(33) Wine
FRESH ICE (and logo) Disclaim the word "VODKA MIXED
DRINK" separately and apart from the mark as a whole

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/203
01/04/2021
(320)
NUTRICIA INTERNATIONAL B.V
TAURUSAVENUE 167,2132 LS HOOFDDORP, The Netherlands
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(5) Food for special medical purposes;dietetic substances adapted for medical use;food for babies, infants and
invalids;food for babies with special nutritional needs;milks for babies and infants;non-dairy and plant-based
milks for babies and infants, namely milks derived from plants, vegetables, cereals, grains, nuts, seeds, beans
and fruits;nutritional dietary supplements for medical use;nutritional products for medical usage;cereals for
infants;vitamin preparations;dietetic foods for pregnant, lactating and breast feeding women;dietetic milk for
pregnant, lactating and breast feeding women and (29) Milk and milk products;powdered milk;milk
powder;non-dairy and plant-based powdered milk and milk powder, namely powdered milk and milk powder
derived from plants, vegetables, grains, nuts, seeds and fruits;flavoured milk;flavoured milk-based
drinks;condensed milk;fermented milk;non-dairy and plant-based milk and milk products, namely milks derived
from plants, vegetables, grains, nuts, seeds, beans and fruits;frozen, prepared or packaged hand-held meals
consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry, or vegetables;snack food primarily consisting of fruits and nuts;fruitbased snack foods;yogurt;yogurt-based snack foods;yogurt drinks;freeze-dried fruit and yogurt snacks;freezedried fruits and vegetables in the form of a chip;fruit purees
APTAMIL

17

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/259
(320)
KENTATH LTD
GASABO, JABANA, KIGALI, Rwanda
KAMPETA EUGENIE
GASABO, JABANA
(30) maize flour
AHUVAN (and logo)

21/04/2021

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/260
(320)
J1 AMBIANCE LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
HABYARIMANA EMMANUEL
KIGALI
(32) GINGER BEER; FRUIT JICE
J1 (and logo)

21/04/2021

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/261
22/04/2021
(320)
COOPERATIVE DES AGRICULTEURS ET DES TRANSFORMATEURS D'ANANAS DE
MUTENDERI.(CATAM)
MUTENDERI, NGOMA, Rwanda
MUHIRWA DEO
MUTENDERI, EAST
(33) alcoholic beverages, except beer; wine
SINKWAKWE

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/262
(320)
AGILE DEER PAPER CO., Ltd
Nyarugugunga, Kicukiro, Kigali , Rwanda
SHUQUAN LI
KIGALI
(5) sanitary pads
LADYSTEPS (and logo)

22/04/2021

___________

RW/T/2021/263
UBW'IWACU HONEY LTD
RUBAVU, GISENYI, Rwanda
RUCOGOZA KALISA
RUBAVU GISENYI
(30) honey
T&DIETETICS (and logo)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(320)

22/04/2021

___________

RW/T/2021/264
22/04/2021
(320)
ESOKO GLOBAL LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
PASCALINE NIYONSABA
KIGALI
(29) fish based food stuff;butter;peanut butter;sunflower oil;tomato paste and (30) pasta sauce;rice;tomato
sauce
BISMI (and logo)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/265
TINDO AND B LTD
GATSIBO, Rwanda
NDYANABO BERNARD
GATSIBO
(32) soft drink
DAMALALA

(320)

22/04/2021

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/266
22/04/2021
(320)
Havells India Limited (“Havells”)
QRG Towers, 2D, Sector- 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(7) Agricultural machines, other than hand operated;air suction machines;motors and engines (except for land
vehicles);pumps (machines);coffee grinders, other than hand operated;electromechanical food preparation
machines;electromechanical beverage preparation machines;electric kitchen grinders and mixers for foodstuffs,
electric food choppers, electric blenders, electric fruit presses for household purposes, electric kitchen machines,
electric crushers for kitchen use, washing machines, iron machines, vacuum cleaners
HAVELLS
___________

RW/T/2021/267
22/04/2021
(320)
Havells India Limited (“Havells”)
QRG Towers, 2D, Sector- 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(8) Hair trimmers, electric or non-electric, electric steam irons, electric beard trimmers, electric shavers, electric
hair styling irons, electric hair straighteners, curling irons, electric nail shiner, personal grooming kits, namely
epilators, bikini trimmers, body groomer, facial hair remover, callus remover.
HAVELLS

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/268
22/04/2021
(320)
Havells India Limited (“Havells”)
QRG Towers, 2D, Sector- 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(9) Apparatus and instruments for controlling, conducting, transforming, switching, regulating, accumulating
and storing electricity, life-saving apparatus and instruments; data processing equipment; electric switches;
switchboxes; electric cables; personal digital assistants; electrical connectors, adapters, conduits and wires;
sockets, plugs and other contacts (electric connections); circuit breakers; distribution boards (electricity); parts
and components of the aforesaid goods included in this class; inverters [electricity]; solar inverters; solar
batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity; televisions, home theatre, light-emitting diodes; acoustic
alarms, electric batteries, electric doorbells; loudspeakers, electric and electromagnetic coils,; home automation
kits, namely home automation software for developers and customers, mobile application software for home
automation, electric or electronic apparatus for the control and management of home automation installations,
especially apparatus and installations for opening, closing, lighting, monitoring and alarms and other home
automation applications; extension cords, call bells, alarm bells, door video systems; security system, namely
CCTV CAMERA DVR, closed circuit TV camera; and parts thereof falling in class 9
HAVELLS
___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/269
22/04/2021
(320)
Havells India Limited (“Havells”)
QRG Towers, 2D, Sector- 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(11) Apparatus and installations for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying,
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; air conditioning apparatus; air purifying apparatus and
machines; solar heating apparatus and installations, solar lights, coffee machines (electric); microwave oven;
kettles (electric); heaters for heating irons; garment steamers, electric fans; fans [air-conditioning]; filters for
drinking water; water purifier; heaters for baths; electric lamps; evaporators, heat exchangers, other than parts
of machines, convector heaters, solar thermal collectors [heating]; solar furnaces; commercial refrigeration
equipment, refrigerators, heat and steam accumulators, room coolers, chillers, fan coil units, air sterilizers and
filters, room heaters, radiators (heating), bed warmers, warming pans, hot water bottles, air fryers, induction
cooker, electric ovens, electric cooker, toasters, electric sandwich makers, hair dryers; kitchen stoves and all of
their parts thereof falling in class 11
HAVELLS
___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/270
22/04/2021
(320)
Havells India Limited (“Havells”)
QRG Towers, 2D, Sector- 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(7) Agricultural machines, other than hand operated; air suction machines; motors and engines (except for land
vehicles); pumps (machines); coffee grinders, other than hand operated; electromechanical food preparation
machines; electromechanical beverage preparation machines; electric kitchen grinders and mixers for
foodstuffs, electric food choppers, electric blenders, electric fruit presses for household purposes, electric
kitchen machines, electric crushers for kitchen use, washing machines, iron machines, vacuum cleaners
HAVELLS COMPOSITE (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/271
22/04/2021
(320)
Havells India Limited (“Havells”)
QRG Towers, 2D, Sector- 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(8) Hair trimmers, electric or non-electric, electric steam irons, electric beard trimmers, electric shavers,
electric hair styling irons, electric hair straighteners, curling irons, electric nail shiner, personal grooming kits,
namely epilators, bikini trimmers, body groomer, facial hair remover, callus remover
HAVELLS COMPOSITE (and logo)

__________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/272
22/04/2021
(320)
Havells India Limited (“Havells”)
QRG Towers, 2D, Sector- 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(9) Apparatus and instruments for controlling, conducting, transforming, switching, regulating, accumulating
and storing electricity, life-saving apparatus and instruments; data processing equipment; electric switches;
switchboxes; electric cables; personal digital assistants; electrical connectors, adapters, conduits and wires;
sockets, plugs and other contacts (electric connections); circuit breakers; distribution boards (electricity); parts
and components of the aforesaid goods included in this class; inverters [electricity]; solar inverters; solar
batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity; televisions, home theatre, light-emitting diodes; acoustic
alarms, electric batteries, electric doorbells; loudspeakers, electric and electromagnetic coils,; home automation
kits, namely home automation software for developers and customers, mobile application software for home
automation, electric or electronic apparatus for the control and management of home automation installations,
especially apparatus and installations for opening, closing, lighting, monitoring and alarms and other home
automation applications; extension cords, call bells, alarm bells, door video systems; security system, namely
CCTV CAMERA DVR, closed circuit TV camera; and parts thereof falling in class 9
HAVELLS COMPOSITE (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/273
22/04/2021
(320)
Havells India Limited (“Havells”)
QRG Towers, 2D, Sector- 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(11) Apparatus and installations for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying,
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; air conditioning apparatus; air purifying apparatus and
machines; solar heating apparatus and installations, solar lights, coffee machines (electric); microwave oven;
kettles (electric); heaters for heating irons; garment steamers, electric fans; fans [air-conditioning]; filters for
drinking water; water purifier; heaters for baths; electric lamps; evaporators, heat exchangers, other than parts
of machines, convector heaters, solar thermal collectors [heating]; solar furnaces; commercial refrigeration
equipment, refrigerators, heat and steam accumulators, room coolers, chillers, fan coil units, air sterilizers and
filters, room heaters, radiators (heating), bed warmers, warming pans, hot water bottles, air fryers, induction
cooker, electric ovens, electric cooker, toasters, electric sandwich makers, hair dryers; kitchen stoves and all of
their parts thereof falling in class 11
HAVELLS COMPOSITE (and logo)

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/274
23/04/2021
(320)
AFROTURK SANITARY INDUSTRY Ltd
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
Mehmet YESILDAG
M. Peace Plaza, AV. dela Paix, Nyarugenge, Kigali
(5) menstruation tampons;sanitary pads
MONI LADY (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/275
23/04/2021
(320)
ISUZU MOTORS LIMITED
6-26-1 Minami-Oi, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, Japan
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(12) Sports utility vehicles and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts and fittings; Two-wheeled
motor vehicles and their parts and fittings; traction engine; ropeways for cargo or freight handling; non-electric
prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; mechanical elements for land vehicles; shafts, axles
or spindles, machine elements for land vehicles; bearings, machine elements for land vehicles; shaft couplings
or connectors, machine elements for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing, machine elements for land
vehicles; shock absorbers, machine elements for land vehicles; springs, machine elements for land vehicles;
brakes, machine elements for land vehicles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; AC motors or DC motors for land
vehicles, not including their parts; vessels and their parts and fittings; aircraft and their parts and fittings; railway
rolling stock and their parts and fittings; bicycles and their parts and fittings; bumpers for automobiles; power
take-off, machine elements for land vehicles; automobile hoods for reducing the air resistance, and their parts
and fittings; mudguards for land vehicles; Petrol tank caps for motor cars; rickshaws; sleighs and sleds
[vehicles]; trolleys; carts; horse-drawn carriages; riyakah [two-wheeled carts
mu-X (and logo)

___________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/276
23/04/2021
(320)
Great Wall Motor Company Limited
2266 CHAOYANG SOUTH STREET, BAODING, HEBEI 071000, Peoples Republic of China
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(12) Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail;cars;automobiles;camping cars;electric vehicles;engines
for land vehicles;motors for land vehicles;gear boxes for land vehicles;automobile bodies;automobile
chassis;automobile wheels;automobile tires;upholstery for vehicles;air bags [safety devices for
automobiles];bumpers for automobiles;freewheels for land vehicles;clutches for land vehicles;brakes for
vehicles;hoods for vehicle engines;windscreens;rearview mirrors;shock absorbers for automobiles;doors for
vehicles;safety belts for vehicle seats;steering wheels for vehicles;windows for vehicles;spare tire
covers;driverless cars [autonomous cars];vehicle running boards 30, sun-blinds adapted for automobiles, (35)
Import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods
and services for other businesses]; marketing; advertising; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and
sellers of goods and services; business management and organization consultancy; presentation of goods on
communication media, for retail purposes and (37) Vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; motor
vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle maintenance; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair
services; vehicle lubrication; vehicle cleaning; vehicle washing; vehicle polishing; varnishing; machinery
installation, maintenance and repair; rustproofing; retreading of tires; repair of rubber tires; tire balancing
JOLION (and logo)
___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/277
23/04/2021
(320)
ENGIE Mobisol Gmbh
Skalitzer Straße 85 – 86, 10997 Berlin, Germany
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(9) Batteries, solar batteries, solar cells;solar panels for electricity generation, solar-powered batter
chargers;TV;radios, woofer/speakers and (11) Solar lights; solar energy powered heating installations; lights;
fans including ceiling fans, electric fans, ventilating fans
MySol (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/278
23/04/2021
(320)
Jeanne D'Arc NYIRASMPAKANIYE
Muhoza, Musanze, Northern Province, Rwanda
Jeanne D'Arc NYIRAMPAKANIYE
Muhoza, Musanze, Northern Province
(18) school bags/school satchels;traveling bags;bags and (25) knitwear [clothing];neck scarves;neckties;outer
clothing;pyjamas;scarves/scarfs;shirt yokes;shirts;short sleeve shirts;socks;sports jerseys;stuff
jackets[clothing];sweaters/jumpers[pullovers];trouser
/pants;brassieres;dresses;gloves(clothing);hats;jackets[clothing];jerseys[clothing];jumper dresses/pinafore
dresses;uniforms
KLEGACY (and logo)
___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/279
23/04/2021
(320)
URUKUNDO INITIATIVE Limited
Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
Mick NDAYISHIMIYE
Kigali
(28) board games, (41) academics [education];boarding school education;entertainment services;game services
provided online from computer network and (44) health care
URUKUNDO (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/282
27/04/2021
(320)
HYDRO STATIONERS LIMITED
Free Zone Phase 1, Plot 2510, KIGALI, Rwanda
RUSHIL RAJESH SAVLA
KIGALI
(16) books; copying paper; envelopes; paper sheets; stationary; toilet paper
SIMBA (and logo)

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/283
27/04/2021
(320)
HYDRO STATIONERS LIMITED
Free Zone Phase 1, Plot 2510, KIGALI, Rwanda
RUSHIL RAJESH SAVLA
KIGALI
(16) books; copying paper; envelopes; paper sheets; stationary; toilet paper
NDOVU (and logo)

___________
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/284
27/04/2021
(320)
HYDRO STATIONERS LIMITED
Free Zone Phase 1, Plot 2510, KIGALI, Rwanda
RUSHIL RAJESH SAVLA
KIGALI
(16) books; copying paper; envelopes; paper sheets; stationary; toilet paper
LIBERTY (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/285
27/04/2021
(320)
VEGET SOLUTION (VS) LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
Annet KASABIITI
Nyarugenge, Kigali
(2) food dyes; colorants for beverages; , (5) freeze dined food adapted for medical(purpose), (29) vegetable
dried; freeze dried vegetables; , (30) curry (spices), (31) beet/fresh and (32) vegetables juice
[VS] VEGETSOLUTION (and logo)

No exclusive rights shall be given to the use of the words
"VEGET" and "SOLUTION" separately from the mark as a
whole
___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/294
29/04/2021
(320)
DANUBIANA Kft.
Schweitzer tanya 029/3. hrsz. H-7150 Bonyhád, Hungary
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(33) wines; sparkling wines
2 SHARE (and logo)

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/286
27/04/2021
(320)
Space Exploration Technologies Corp.
1 Rocket Road, Hawthorne, California 90250, U.S.A.
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(9) Satellites for scientific and commercial purposes; equipment for receiving, processing, and transmitting
voice, video, data and information via telecommunications and wireless signals, satellites, and computers,
namely, receivers, receiver modules, modulators, transmitters, multiplexers, decoder boxes, data processors,
integrated circuits; computer operating hardware and software for use in the aforementioned goods, satellite
terminals, and satellite earth stations, (38) Satellite communication and transmission services; wireless
broadband communication services; transmission of data, voice and video via satellite; interactive satellite
communication services; delivery of messages by electronic transmission; providing telecommunications
connections to the Internet; telecommunications gateway services; providing high-speed wireless internet
access; providing multiple-user access to the internet, global computer networks, and electronic communications
networks; providing access to global information networks; telecommunications services via satellite; providing
a website featuring information in the field of satellite communications; providing a website featuring
information in the field of internet access via satellite; providing access to electronic databases and online
information for use in retrieving satellite data, recordings, and measurements; satellite photography services and
(42) Research and development services in the field of satellite communications; consulting services in the field
of satellite communications; engineering services in the field of satellite communications; scientific and
technological services, namely, research, analysis, and monitoring of data captured via remote sensors and
satellites; remote sensing services, namely, aerial surveying through the use of satellites
STARLINK
___________

RW/T/2021/287
27/04/2021
(320)
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aishi-ken, Japan
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(12) Automobiles and structural parts thereof
TOYOTA BELTA

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/288
27/04/2021
(320)
PALMTOP VEGEOIL PRODUCTS SDN BHD
PLO 470, Jalan Keluli 1, Kawasan Perindustrian Pasir Gudang, 81700 Pasir Gudang, Johor Darul Takzim,
Malaysia
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI
(29) Edible oils;coconut oil for food;condensed milk;edible fats;margarine;milk products;palm kernel oil for
food;palm oil for food;powdered milk;soya bean oil for food;sunflower oil for food
Dyanas (and logo)
___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/289
27/04/2021
(320)
VEGET SOLUTION (VS) LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
Annet KASABIITI
Nyarugenge, Kigali
(2) food dyes; colorants for beverages, (5) freeze dined food adapted for medical(purpose), (29) vegetable
dried; freeze dried vegetables;, (30) curry (spices), (31) beet/fresh and (32) vegetables juice
TOMATINO (and logo)

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/290
(320)
USSAFI STAR LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
HABYARIMANA SABITI YUSUFU
KIGALI
(32) soft drinks
NS (and logo)

28/04/2021

___________

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2021/291
(320)
CROPS SELLING SOCIETY (CROSS) LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
MUNYANEZA THEONESTE
HUYE
(20) mattresses
KR (and logo)

28/04/2021

___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2021/292
29/04/2021
(320)
AMERICAN EXPRESS MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT CORP.
:200 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10285, U.S.A.
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(35) Business development services, namely, providing start-up support for businesses of others; business
management consultation; assisting businesses in obtaining government contracts; corporate meeting
management services; providing facilities for business meetings; promoting the sale of credit card accounts
through the administration of incentive award programs; providing an online directory information service
featuring information regarding merchants who accept payment by credit card, (36) Assistance with electronic
transfers of money; Banking services; Issuing and processing payments of prepaid cards, prepaid gift cards,
stored value cards, and payment cards; Foreign currency exchange services; Payment processing services,
namely, charge card, credit card, prepaid card, gift card, stored value card and payment card transaction
processing services; Electronic charge card, credit card, prepaid card, gift card, stored value card and payment
card transactions; Issuing Charge cards, credit cards, prepaid cards, prepaid gift cards, stored value cards and
payment cards; providing online information for merchants regarding guidelines and fees pertaining to credit
card acceptance and (39) Travel agency services, namely, arranging the transportation of passengers by land,
air and water;cargo handling services, namely, handling of passengers' luggage and arranging baggage
transfer;travel agency services, namely, arranging for automobile and bus rentals;Tour information services
about transportation for travel tours;arranging transport for travel tours as a bonus program for credit card
customers
DON’T LIVE LIFE WITHOUT IT
___________

RW/T/2021/293
29/04/2021
(320)
AMERICAN EXPRESS MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT CORP.
:200 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10285, U.S.A.
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(35) Business development services, namely, providing start-up support for businesses of others; business
management consultation; assisting businesses in obtaining government contracts; corporate meeting
management services; providing facilities for business meetings; promoting the sale of credit card accounts
through the administration of incentive award programs; providing an online directory information service
featuring information regarding merchants who accept payment by credit card, (36) Assistance with electronic
transfers of money; Banking services; Issuing and processing payments of prepaid cards, prepaid gift cards,
stored value cards, and payment cards; Foreign currency exchange services; Payment processing services,
namely, charge card, credit card, prepaid card, gift card, stored value card and payment card transaction
processing services; Electronic charge card, credit card, prepaid card, gift card, stored value card and payment
card transactions; Issuing Charge cards, credit cards, prepaid cards, prepaid gift cards, stored value cards and
payment cards; providing online information for merchants regarding guidelines and fees pertaining to credit
card acceptance and (39) Travel agency services, namely, arranging the transportation of passengers by land,
air and water;cargo handling services, namely, handling of passengers' luggage and arranging baggage
transfer;travel agency services, namely, arranging for automobile and bus rentals;Tour information services
about transportation for travel tours;arranging transport for travel tours as a bonus program for credit card
customers
DON’T DO BUSINESS WITHOUT IT
___________
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

RW/T/2021/295
29/04/2021
(320)
DELL INC.
One Dell Way, Round Rock, 78682 Texas, U.S.A.
CFL COMPANY LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI
(9) Hardware (Computer-); computers; software; computer servers; desktop computers; notebook computers;
laptop computers; computer components and parts; computer monitors; computer memory hardware; computer
operating software; computer networking hardware; network access server hardware; NAS (Network attached
storage); operating software; tablet PCs; personal computers; handheld computers; TV monitors; printers;
scanners; fax machines; computer docking station; batteries; battery chargers; power adapters; headphones;
projectors; speakers; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other
electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems; hard disk drives; CD rom drives; digital video disc
drives; optical disk drives; computer peripherals; keyboards; computer mouse; communications processors ;
pulse code modulating processors; modems; tape drives; PC cards; memory cards; smart cards; Ethernet cards;
memory devices; Add-on-cards for computers; memory boards; electronic memory integrated circuit chips;
electrical cable ; audio cable; communications cables; power cables; electric cables; cable connectors; cable
adapters; coaxial cable connectors; electricity connectors; coaxial connectors; power connectors; electrical
connectors; electronic connectors; adapter connectors (electric-); wire connectors (electricity) ; computer
operating software; utility software; Computer software packages ; data storage devices; data storage apparatus;
Apparatus for data processing; computer software to enable retrieval of data; data processors; communications
processors; video processors; sound processors; voice processors; processors (central processing units); data
networks; computer networks; data transmission networks; computer memories; electronic memories; disc
memories; external memories for cell phones; memories for use with computers; operating software; optical
data storage drives; Apparatus for data storage; data processing software; computer software for processing
market information; computer software to enable the provision of information via the Internet; computer
software to enable the provision of information via communications networks; data protection backup units;
computer software; network management software; telecommunications software; network access server
operating software; computer software for document management; memory storage devices; Storage apparatus
for computer data; storage apparatus for computer programs; personal computer application software for
managing document control systems; computer software for the collection of positioning data; computer
software for analysing market information; software for searching and retrieving information across a computer
network; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer hardware;
application software for cloud computing services; computer interface software; computer software for
controlling and managing access server applications; computer programs for project management; computer
software applications; computer software applications, downloadable; computer networks; network
management software; computer components and parts; information technology and audio-visual equipment;
data storage media , (37) Installation, maintenance, and repair of computer hardware; Maintenance and repair
of data communications networks; Maintenance and repair of hardware for data processing apparatus;
installation of storage facilities; repair services for electronic business equipment; installation of computer
systems; Maintenance and repair of instruments; Computer hardware (Installation, maintenance and repair of ); installation of computer networks; Upgrading of computer hardware; Installation of communications network
instruments; Maintenance and repair of computer networks; Maintenance and repair of data communications
networks; Installation of data network apparatus; Office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and
repair; Installation of hardware for computer systems; Installation of computerised information systems;
Maintenance and repair of communications systems; Advisory services relating to the installation of audiovisual equipment; Advisory services relating to the installation of communication equipment; Advisory services
relating to the installation of security and safety equipment; Advisory services relating to the maintenance and
repair of mechanical and electrical equipment; Information (Repair -); Information services relating to
maintenance of security systems; Information services relating to installation of security systems; Providing
information relating to safe maintenance and repair; Providing information relating to the repair or maintenance
of printing machines; Providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of telecommunication
machines and apparatus; Providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of office machines and
apparatus; Consultancy services relating to installation of computers and (42) Computer services;Remote
computer backup services;Installation of firmware;Design, development and implementation of
software;Installation, repair and maintenance of computer software;Consultancy and advice on computer
software and hardware;Consultancy in the field of computer hardware and computer software;Consultancy in
the design and development of computer hardware;Advisory and consultancy services relating to computer
hardware;Consultancy relating to computer systems;Advisory services relating to computer systems
design;Advisory services relating to computer software design;Computer software technical support
services;Information technology support services;Consulting in the field of cloud computing networks and
applications;Cloud computing;Computer hardware and software consulting services;Design, development and
implementation of software;Software development, programming and implementation;Implementation of
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(540)

computer programs in networks;Design, development and implementation of software;Design and development
of computer hardware;computer network services;computer software development for others;Design,
maintenance, rental and updating of computer software;Installation, maintenance, repair and servicing of
computer software;Technical consultancy relating to the installation and maintenance of computer
software;Troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems;data migration services;Cloud
computing services;Technical consultancy services relating to information technology;Consultancy and
information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure;Design and development
of computer software architecture;Design and development of computer hardware architecture;Hosting
platforms on the Internet;Programming of software for Internet platforms;Consultancy relating to the design of
home pages and Internet sites;Data recovery services;data encryption and decoding services;Encryption,
decryption and authentication of information, messages and data;design and development of electronic data
security systems;Consultancy in the field of computer security;Software as a service [SaaS];Providing virtual
computer environments through cloud computing;Application service provider [ASP], namely, hosting
computer software applications of others;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications
accessible via a web site;Providing information about the design and development of computer software,
systems and networks;Software as a service;Platform as a Service [PaaS];Design and development of computer
software;Providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing;Providing virtual computer
environments through cloud computing;Development and testing of computing methods, algorithms and
software;Testing of computers;Testing of computer hardware;Testing of computer programs;Testing of
computer software;Testing of computing equipment;Testing of electronic data processing systems;Computer
system monitoring services;Monitoring of network systems;Monitoring of computer systems by remote
access;Computer diagnostic services;Providing information about the design and development of computer
software, systems and networks;Advisory and information services relating to computer software;Advisory and
information services relating to computer peripherals;Information services relating to information
technology;Services for the provision of technological information;Design and development of operating
software for computer networks and servers;Maintenance of computer software used for operating filling
apparatus and machines;Design and development of software for importing and managing data;Computer rental
services;Issuing of information relating to information technology;Compilation of information relating to
information technology;Leasing of data processing systems;Leasing of computer software;Leasing of computer
programs;Leasing of computer apparatus;Computer leasing;Leasing computer facilities;Leasing of computer
equipment;Leasing of access to a computer;Leasing access time to a computer;Data warehousing;Electronic
data storage;Data duplication and conversion services, data coding services;Data security services
[firewalls];Computer programming for data processing;Technical design and planning of telecommunications
networks;Design and planning services relating to telecommunication equipment;Planning, design,
development and maintenance of online websites for third parties;Technical advice relating to
computers;Technical advisory services relating to data processing;Temporary electronic storage of information
and data;Systems analysis (Computer -);Technical data analysis services;Development of computer software
application solutions;Installation and customisation of computer applications software;website development
services;Programming of operating software for computer networks and servers;Infrastructure as a Service
[IaaS];Design and development of data storage systems;Maintenance of computer software relating to computer
security and prevention of computer risks;Updating of computer software relating to computer security and
prevention of computer risks;Backup services for computer hard drive data;IT security, protection and
restoration;Design and development of Internet security programs;Computer programming services for
electronic data security;Design and development of electronic data security systems;Computer security services
for protection against illegal network access;Provision of security services for computer networks, computer
access and computerised transactions;IT consultancy, advisory and information services
DELL EMC
__________
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APPROVED MARKS

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

335/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
COMPAGNIE POUR L'ORGANISATION ET LA PROMOTION DES
ACTIVITES- CAFE (COOPAC)
6010 Mont RWAZA, GISENYI, P.O BOX 186 GISENYI, Rwanda
EMMANUEL RWAKAGARA NZUNGIZE
GISENYI, RUBAVU , EASTERN PROVINCE
(30) COFFEE
Int Class 30
GOLD KIVU (and logo)

Disclaim the word "KIVU" separately and apart from the mark as a whole
__________

(111)
(330)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

539/2020
21/04/2021
(151)
No. 302020107258.5 29/05/2020 DT
BioNTech SE
An der Goldgrube 12, 55131 Mainz, Germany
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(5) Vaccines for human use.
Int Class 5
COMIRNATY

__________

(111)
(330)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(511)
(510)
(540)

540/2020
21/04/2021
(151)
No. 302020107253.4 29/05/2020 DT
BioNTech SE
An der Goldgrube 12, 55131 Mainz, Germany
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786
Kigali
(5) Vaccines for human use.
Int Class 5
COVUITY
__________
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(111)
(330)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

541/2020
21/04/2021
(151)
No. 302020107254.2 29/05/2020 DT
BioNTech SE
An der Goldgrube 12, 55131 Mainz, Germany
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(5) Vaccines for human use.
Int Class 5
KOVIMERNA
__________

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

552/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
TWIS LTD
8KG,7 AVE KIGALI, Rwanda
CLIFF INGABO RICHARD
KG 42 ST, KIGALI
(41) academies [education]; organization of competitions [education or entertainment];educational
examination; lending library services; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational
purposes; publication of books; and (42) computer programming; computer software design;
duplication of computer programs; hosting computer sites [web sites]; installation of computer
software; web site design consultancy
Int Class 41 and 42
TWIS (and logo)

__________

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

557/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
AFROID LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
Manoj THAIPPARAMPIL SKARIAH
Kibagabaga, Gasabo, Kigali
(7) agricultural machines, agricultural implements, other than hand-operated, dairy machines., (9)
contact lenses, eyewear, magnifying glasses [optics], mirrors [optics], optical lenses, optical apparatus
and instruments, optical glass, spectacles / eyeglasses, spectacle lenses / eyeglass lenses, spectacle
cases / eyeglass cases., (11) air-conditioning installations, air-conditioning apparatus, air conditioners
for vehicles, bicycle lights, cooking stoves / cookers, filters for air conditioning, heating apparatus,
heating installations, light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus, water purification installations,
water filtering apparatus, water purifying apparatus and machines., (21) cleaning instruments, handoperated, cooking utensils, non-electric, disposable table plates, earthenware / crockery, watering
devices / sprinkling devices., (41) coaching [training], arranging and conducting of conferences,
academies [education], physical education. and (44) aerial and surface spreading of fertilizers and
other agricultural chemicals, animal breeding, aquaculture services, beauty salon services, gardening,
health spa services, horticulture, landscape gardening, veterinary assistance, plant nursery services,
pest control services for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry, opticians' services.
Int Class 7, 9, 11, 21, 41 and 44
AFROID
__________
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

580/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
BLEDINA
81 RUE DE SANS SOUCI, 69760 LIMONEST, France
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428 Kigali
(5) Milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes and lactose; food for babies, namely lacteal flour, soups,
soups in dehydrated form, milk, powdered milk, fruit sauces, vegetable puree, vegetable puree in dehydrated
form, fruit and vegetable juice, gruel; small prepared dishes (food for babies) consisting primarily of meat,
fish, ham, poultry, rice, vegetables and/or pasta, (29) Meat, fish, poultry, ham, game;preserved, dried and/or
cooked fruits and vegetables;compotes, fruit compotes, fruit purees;soups;main meals consisting primarily
of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables;pre-packaged meals consisting predominantly of meat, fish, poultry or
vegetables;frozen meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables;packaged meals consisting
predominantly of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables;prepared meals consisting predominantly of meat, fish,
poultry or vegetables;preserved, dried, cooked and frozen fruits and vegetables;meat, fish, fruit and
vegetable preserves;milk, milk powders, flavoured jellied milk and buttermilk and substitutes therefor, milk
substitutes of plant origin;plant-based or nut-based milk product substitutes;milk products, that is milk
desserts, yoghurt, drinking yoghurt, mousses, custards, dessert creams, spreadable cheeses, cheese, in
particular farmer's cheese, Petit-Suisse;beverages made mainly from milk or milk products, milk beverages
(milk predominating), milk beverages containing fruit;fermented natural or flavoured milk products. and
(30) Cocoa, chocolate, cocoa beverages, chocolate beverages, sugar, rice, puffed rice, tapioca;flour, tarts
and cakes (sweet or savoury);natural or flavoured and/or stuffed pasta, preparations made from cereals,
breakfast cereals;prepared dishes mainly composed of pasta;ready-made dishes essentially comprising
pasta;bread, rusks, biscuits (sweet or savoury), wafers, waffles, cakes, pastries;confectionery, ices, ices
made mainly from yoghurt, ice cream, frozen yoghurt (ices).
Int Class 5, 29 and 30
BLEDINA
__________

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

582/2020
05/05/2021
(151)
REAL PRODUCTS LTD
NYARUGENGE, PO BOX 4968 KIGALI, Rwanda
KARANGWA KAREMA STRATON
NYARUGENGE, PO BOX 4968 KIGALI
(25) Clothing
Int Class 25
XTRA MOUNT SABYINYO (and logo)

Disclaim the word "SABYINYO" which a geographic area,
separately and apart from the mark as a whole
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

583/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
Brother Industries, Ltd.
15-1 Naeshiro-cho, Mizuho-ku, Nagoya-shi, 467-8561, Japan
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(2) Varnishes, lacquers;preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood;colorants, dyes;inks for
printing, marking and engraving;raw natural resins;metals in foil and powder form for use in painting,
decorating, printing and art;inks;ink cartridges;toner;toner cartridges;dyestuffs;paints;pigments;, (7) Poweroperated tools;machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles;incubators for
eggs;automatic vending machines;machines and machine tools;metalworking machines and tools;sewing
machines;bobbins for sewing machines;pedal drives for sewing machines;textile machines and
apparatus;embroidery machines;tambours for embroidery machines;knitting machines;dyeing machines;fabric
bonding apparatus;printing machines for textiles;fabric cutting machines, and parts and accessories
thereof;metal, fabric, paper, cardboard, plastic sheets, rubber sheets cutting machines;blades for electronic
cutting machines and electronic cutters;printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus;printing
machines;paper feeders (printing);print head for printing machines;inkjet marking machines and laser marking
machines;coding machines;cutting machines for paper;embossing machines;packaging or wrapping machines
and apparatus;labellers, labelling machines;packing machines;sealing machines;wrapping machines;food or
beverage processing machines and apparatus;bottle sealing machines;adhesive tape dispensers [machines];pulp
making, papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus;plastic processing machines and
apparatus;machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods;shoe making machines;leather-working
machines;generators of electricity;emergency power generators;iron press machines for clothing;gears, other
than for land vehicles;gear boxes, other than for land vehicles;motors and engines (except for land
vehicles);reduction gears being parts of machines;agricultural machines and agricultural implements, other
than hand-operated;weeding machines and implements;lawnmowers;spraying machines;parts and fittings for
all the aforesaid goods;, (9) Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic,
audiovisual, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving and teaching
apparatus and instruments;apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating,
regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electricity;recorded and downloadable media, blank digital
or analogue recording and storage media;mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;cash registers, calculating
devices;diving suits, divers' masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, gloves for divers,
breathing apparatus for underwater swimming;fire-extinguishing apparatus, facsimiles;plotters;karaoke
equipment;apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or
data;head-mounted
displays;eyeglasses;batteries
and
cells;accumulators;chargers
for
electric
batteries;(uninterruptible) electrical power supplies;cameras;digital cameras;video cameras;computers and
computer peripheral devices;printers;scanners;photo-copying machines;multifunction devices for use in
copying, printing, scanning, video capturing and transmitting documents and images;drum units for
facsimiles;drum units for electrostatic copying machines;drum units for printers;label printing machines;stamp
making machines;print heads for computer printers;inkjet marking machines and laser marking
machines;computer software and programs;media recorded with computer program;media recorded with
audio, image, video and word files;downloadable music files;downloadable image files;unfilled toner
cartridges for printers and photocopiers;parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; and (16) Printed
matter;bookbinding material;photographs;office requisites, except furniture;drawing materials and materials
for artists;paintbrushes;instructional and teaching materials;plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and
packaging;printing blocks;typewriters;label printing machines;tape cartridges and tapes for label printing
machines;ink ribbons;label printing machine ribbons;electric staplers for offices;drawing instruments;paper
hole punches (office requisites;, paper and cardboard;stationery;self inking and pre-inked stamps;labels, not of
textile;seals;stickers;adhesive tapes;albums;pens;staplers;paper cutters;mats for use with cutters;pastes and
other adhesives for stationery or household purposes;printing type;cutting machines for paper (office
requisites);containers of paper, for packaging;bags and pouches of plastics, for packaging;paper
patterns;tailors' chalk;parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods;
Int Class 2, 7, 9 and 16
brother (and logo)
__________
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

585/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
FAMILY MAIZE FLOUR COMPANY LTD
KIBIRIZI, GISAGARA, Rwanda
MISAGO APHRODIS
NGOMA HUYE
(30) CORN FLOUR/MAIZE FLOUR
Int Class 30
G (and logo)

__________

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

587/2020
04/05/2021
(151)
IREBERE WUMVE LTD
RWIMBOGO, NYAKARIRO, RWAMAGANA, IBURASIRAZUBA, Rwanda
MATESO EVODE
RWIMBOGO, NYAKARIRO, RWAMAGANA, IBURASIRAZUBA
(32) Ginger beer/ Ginger ale and (33) Wine;Alcoholic beverages, except beer
Int Class 32 and 33
INTSIRIMBA (and logo)

__________

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

590/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
ICYO YAVUZE LTD
GISENYI, RUBAVU, Rwanda
NTARUSHWA JEAN DE DIEU
GISENYI, RUBAVU
(32) Fruit juices; Beer
Int Class 32
IRAME (and logo)

__________
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(511)

591/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UPL CORPORATION LIMITED
5th Floor Newport Building, Louis Pasteur Street, Port Louis, Mauritius
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(1) Chemicals for use in industry as well as in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry;unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics;substances for tanning animal
skins and hides;compost, manures, fertilizers;biological preparations for use in industry
and science. and (5) Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, vermicides,
rodenticides
weedicides, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin

(510)
(540)

Int Class 1 and 5
BISECT

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

__________

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

592/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UPL CORPORATION LIMITED
5th Floor Newport Building, Louis Pasteur Street, Port Louis, Mauritius
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(1) Chemicals for use in industry as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;unprocessed
artificial resins, unprocessed plastics;substances for tanning animal skins and hides;compost,
manures, fertilizers;biological preparations for use in industry and science. and (5) Herbicides,
pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, vermicides, rodenticides
weedicides, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin

(510)
(540)

Int Class 1 and 5
LANCER GOLD

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

593/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UPL CORPORATION LIMITED
5th Floor Newport Building, Louis Pasteur Street, Port Louis, Mauritius
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(1) Chemicals for use in industry as well as in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry;unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics;substances for tanning animal
skins and hides;compost, manures, fertilizers;biological preparations for use in industry and
science. and (5) Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, vermicides, rodenticides
weedicides, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin

(511)

(510)
(540)

Int Class 1 and 5
STRIM
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

594/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UPL CORPORATION LIMITED
5th Floor Newport Building, Louis Pasteur Street, Port Louis, Mauritius
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(1) Chemicals for use in industry as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;unprocessed
artificial resins, unprocessed plastics;substances for tanning animal skins and hides;compost,
manures, fertilizers;biological preparations for use in industry and science. and (5) Herbicides,
pesticides,
insecticides,
fungicides,
vermicides,
rodenticides
weedicides,
preparations
for
killing
weeds
and
destroying
vermin

(510)
(540)

Int Class 1 and 5
UNIRON

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

595/2020
05/05/2021
(151)
UPL CORPORATION LIMITED
5th Floor Newport Building, Louis Pasteur Street, Port Louis, Mauritius
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(1) Chemicals for use in industry as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins,
unprocessed plastics; substances for tanning animal skins and hides; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological
preparations for use in industry and science. and (5) Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, vermicides,
rodenticides
weedicides,
preparations
for
killing
weeds
and
destroying
vermin

(511)

(510)
(540)

Int Class 1 and 5
LIFELINE
--------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

596/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UPL CORPORATION LIMITED
5th Floor Newport Building, Louis Pasteur Street, Port Louis, Mauritius
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(5) Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, vermicides, rodenticides
weedicides, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
Int Class 5
UNIDOR
--------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

679/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
ROCKSOLID INVESTMENT LTD
BUMBOGO, GASABO, RWANDA, Rwanda
MAKUZA CELESTIN
BUMBOGO, GASABO
(33) traditional banana wine, traditional
tangawizi wine.
Int Class 33
COMMANDO (and logo)

Disclaim the word "Tangawizi" separately
and apart from the mark as a whole
-----------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

681/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
TRADE KINGS LIMITED
PLOT 29381 NAMPUNDWE ROAD, P.O. BOX 30824 LIGHT INDUSTRIAL ROAD
AREA, Zambia
PATEL HUSSIEN
LUSAKA, ZAMBIA
(30) Confectionery of all kind including sweets, toffees, chocolates, lollipops, candy;bubble
gum;chewing gum (not for medical purposes);baking powder;sauces (condiments);spices.
Int Class 30
AMAZON PAPA BLOW BLACKCHERRY (and logo)

HAC

Disclaim the wording " BLOW
BLACKCHERRY " separately and apart from the mark as a
whole
-----------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

598/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UNGA FARMCARE (EA) LIMITED
PO BOX 41788-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(5) Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; dietary fibre / dietary fiber; dietary
supplements for animals; medicated animal feed; protein supplements for animals and (31) Algae,
unprocessed, for human or animal consumption / seaweed, unprocessed, for human or animal
consumption;animal foodstuffs;animal fattening preparations;beverages for animals;dog biscuits;meal for
animals;pet food;wheat germ for animal consumption;yeast for animal consumption
Int Class 5 and 31
K9 (and logo)
--------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

599/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
MUHABURA BEVERAGES LTD
Cyabingo, Gakenke, Northern Province,
Rwanda
MUKANDAYAMBAJE CLARISSE
Kinoni, Burera, Northern Province
(32) Ginger beer
Int Class 32
DUTEKANE
--------------------------603/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
TALENT FACTORY LTD
Rwezamenyo, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
Benoit NGABONZIZA
KN 3 Road, Ruganwa1, Gikondo, Kicukiro, Kigali
(9) Portable media players, Digital photo frames, Cinematographic film, exposed, editing appliances
of cinematographic films/apparatus for editing cinematographic films, Downloadable music files.,
(35) on-line advertising on computer network, Rental of advertising time on communication media,
Production of advertising films, Provision of online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and
services, Television Advertising, Radio Broadcasting, Television broadcasting, wireless
broadcasting, Video-on-demand transmission, Video-conferencing services., (38) Radio
Broadcasting, television Broadcasting, wireless Broadcasting, video-on-demand transmission, videoconferencing services. and (41) Proving on-line videos, not downloadable, Providing television
programmes, not downloadable via video-on-demand transmission services/providing television
programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services, Rental of video
cameras/rental of camcorders, Photography, Organization of competitions (Education or
entertainment), Organization of shows (Impresario services), Organization of fashion shows for
entertainment purposes, Party planning (entertainment), Presentation of live performances, Radio
entertainment, Production of Radio and television programmes, Television entertainment, Film
production, other than advertising films, Production of Music, Nightclub Services (entertainment),
Production of shows.
Int Class 9, 35, 38 and 41
THE CHOICE (and logo)

------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

600/2020
05/05/2021
(151)
TRADE KINGS LIMITED
Plot 29381 Mpondwe Road Light Industial Area P.O BOX 30824
Lusaka, Zambia
GATETE Colin of GATETE AND ADVOCATES ATTORNEYS
Kigali City
(30) chewing gum*, candy*, sweetmeats [candy], spices
Int Class 30
TATOO
-------------------------------

602/2020
05/05/2021
(151)
VITATREE RWANDA LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
ASAMOAH TANNOR NANA
Kigali
(5) antibiotics, herbal teas for medicinal purposes, medicinal herbs, medicinal
tea, nutritional supplements.
Int Class 5
VITATREE (and logo)

----------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

606/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
HACO INDUSTRIES KENYA LIMITED
P.O.Box 43903-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
KATO MUNYANEZA Slyvan
Nyamirambo, Kigali
(3) Laundry bleach, cleaning preparations, Detergents, Toiletry
preparations
Int Class 3
ACE (and logo)

----------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

607/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
SANYUKA STAMINA COMPANY LTD
Masoro, Rulindo, Northern Province, Rwanda
D'amour NIYITEGEKA
Masoro, Rulindo, Northern Province
(32) non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea / non-alcoholic
beverages flavored with tea
Int Class 32
CE-LE-BRA (and logo)

-----------------------------

40

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

604/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
BENE DICO LTD
Kamutwa, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
Benoit NGABONZIZA
KN 3 Road, Ruganwa1, Gikondo, Kicukiro, Kigali
(25) bath robes; beach clothes, belts [clothing]; boxer shorts; breeches for wear; caps
[headwear]; clothing*; coats; dresses; dressing gowns; hats; hoods [clothing]; jackets
[clothing]; jumper dresses / pinafore dresses; neck scarves [mufflers] / mufflers [neck
scarves] / neck scarfs [mufflers]; outer clothing; overalls / smocks; pyjamas / pajamas (Am.);
ready-made clothing; shirts; suits; sweaters / jumpers [pullovers] / pullovers; tee-shirts;
trousers / pants (Am.); waterproof clothing; underwear / underclothing, (41) amusement park
services; rental of artwork; arranging of beauty contests; calligraphy services; cinema
presentations / movie theatre presentations; rental of cinematographic apparatus; coaching
[training]; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of conferences;
dubbing; education information; entertainment services; film production; other than
advertising films; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission
services; holiday camp services [entertainment]; language interpreter services; rental of
lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; microfilming; modelling for
artists; movie studio services; providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; music
composition services; production of music; providing on-line videos, not downloadable;
organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of exhibitions for
cultural or educational purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization
of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; photography; practical training
[demonstration]; presentation of variety shows; presentation of live performances;
publication of books; production of radio and television programmes; recording studio
services; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; subtitling; television
entertainment; providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand
transmission services /providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-ondemand transmission services; tutoring; translation. and (43) bar services;boarding house
services;café services;canteen services;food and drink catering;holiday camp services
[lodging];hotel services;restaurant services;retirement home services;tourist home services
Int Class 25, 41 and 43
IKIRINGO (and logo)

--------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

608/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
EVUES GROUP LTD
Gahengeri, Rwamagana, Eastern Province,
Rwanda
YVES NAHIMANA
Rusororo, Gasabo, Kigali
(32) Soft drinks
Int Class 32
INGOO (and logo)

------------------------

41

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

609/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
HEWITT LEGAL & CO LTD
Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
MKOUONGA WABO MATHURIN
Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali
(41) practical training [demonstration]; physical education; organization of fashion shows for
entertainment purposes; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting
of conferences; animal training; arranging and conducting of colloquiums. and (45) physical security
consultancy; legal advice in responding to calls for tenders / legal advice in responding to requests for
proposals [RFPs]; concierge services; night guard services; detective agency services, missing person
investigations, inspection of factories for safety purposes, security screening of baggage; personal body
guarding; legal research; legal services in the field of immigration; legal advocacy services
Int Class 41 and 45
HEWITT LEGAL
(and logo)

Disclaim the word "LEGAL" separately and apart from the
mark as a whole
-----------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

611/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
MASTER BEAUTY PRODUCTS LTD
Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
JACKSON KAGABO
Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali
(3) Soap
Int Class 3
SMILE (and logo)

----------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

643/2020
22/04/2021
(151)
MWANAFUNZI MUHIZI WILLY
GATARE ,NIBOYI ,KICUKIRO ,MVK,
Rwanda
MWANAFUNZI MUHIZI WILLY
NIBOYE ,GATARE ,KICUKIRO ,MVK
(1) soap (metallic) for industrial purpose and
(3) soap
Int Class 1 and 3
TWENGA
------------------------------

42

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

612/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
LANDY INDUSTRIES (R) LTD
NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda
HU TING
KIGALI
(21) Plates and (25) Shoes; Sandals; Boots;
Clothes
Int Class 21 and 25
LANDY (and logo)

---------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

613/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
LOYAL LINK SUPPLIERS LTD
KABEZA KIGALI, Rwanda
KWIZERA RASHID SHANDABA
KABEZA, KICUKIRO
(3) SOAP and (30) Rice; Cooking salt, Maize
flour
Int Class 3 and 30
APETI (and logo)

----------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

615/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
WOUESSI LTD
KN 5, Airport Road, KIMIHURURA, GASABO, Rwanda
Rodrigue Stephan FOUAFOU
KACYIRU, KIGALI
(42) computer programming; electronic data storage; water analysis; computer
technology consultancy; cloud computing; computer software consultancy
Int Class 42
WOUESSI (and logo)

The word " key and digital" separately and part of the
mark as whole

43

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(511)
(510)
(540)

623/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
PFIZER INC.
235 East 42nd Street, New York, N Y 10017,
U.S.A.
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(5) Pharmaceutical preparations;Sanitary
preparations for medical purposes;Vaccines.
Int Class 5

----------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(511)

(510)
(540)

624/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
PT MEGASARI MAKMUR
Jl. Pancasila V RT 04 RW 13, Cicadas,
Gunung Putri, Bogor, Indonesia
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti,
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(5) Insect repellents, insecticides, insect
repellent incense, fungicides, vermin
destroying preparations.
Int Class 5
NEW Generation HIT (and logo)

The word New and generation, separately and apart of the
mark as a whole
---------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

638/2020
22/04/2021
(151)
UZURI K & Y DESIGNS LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali , Rwanda
Ysolde SHIMWE
Kicukiro, Kigali
(35) Advertising/Publicity
Int Class 35
We make your feet smile (and logo)

-------------------------------

44

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

616/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
MUGULUSU SUPPLIERS LTD
KANYINYA, NYARUGENGE, Rwanda
UWITONZE EUGENE
KANYINYA, NYARUGENGE
(30) Maize Flour
Int Class 30
MUSHE (and logo)

--------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

617/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
PROCERWA
RUSORORO, GASABO, Rwanda
MUGABONEJO RAPHAEL
NYAMATA,BUGESERA
(32) Beer; beer wort; extracts of hops for
making beer; ginger beer / ginger ale; nonalcoholic beverages
Int Class 32
SOGAB-ÈÈR (and logo)

---------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

618/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UZURI K & Y DESIGNS LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali , Rwanda
Ysolde SHIMWE
Kicukiro, Kigali
(35) Advertising/Publicity
Int Class 35
HANDCRAFTED WITH LOVE FROM
AFRICA (and logo)

Disclaim the word" handcrafted and Africa, separately and
a part of the slogan as a whole.
-------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

619/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UZURI K & Y DESIGNS LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali , Rwanda
Ysolde SHIMWE
Kicukiro, Kigali
(25) Footwear
Int Class 25
Z (and logo)
--------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

620/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UZURI K & Y DESIGNS LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali , Rwanda
Ysolde SHIMWE
Kicukiro, Kigali
(25) Footwear
Int Class 25
UZURI K&Y (and logo)
------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

621/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UZURI K & Y DESIGNS LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali , Rwanda
Ysolde SHIMWE
Kicukiro, Kigali
(35) Advertising/Publicity
Int Class 35
HANDCRAFTED WITH LOVE FROM
RWANDA (and logo)

Disclaim the word "handcrafted and Rwanda,
separately and apart of the slogan as a whole
--------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

622/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
RWANDA BANANA LTD
Sovu, Huye, Southern Province, Rwanda
MUKUNZI Jean Paul
Sovu, Huye, Southern Province
(32) Ginger beer/Ginger ale
Int Class 32
V'MPORE02
------------------------

46

(111)

627/2020

(750)
(731)

CATERPILLAR INC
100 NE ADAMS STREET, PEORIA,
ILLINOIS 61629-9620,
, U.S.A.
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(35) Advertising;business management;business administration;office functions;retail store services in relation to
vehicles, equipment, and machinery for use in agriculture, compaction, construction, demolition, earth
conditioning, earth contouring, earth moving, landscaping, lifting, marine, material handling, material scrapping,
mining, mulching, oil and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration and production;retail store services in relation
to vehicles, equipment, and machinery for use in paving, pipelaying, power generation, road building and repair,
site preparation and remediation, waste management, air and space exploration, quarry, aggregate and cement,
vegetation management, transportation, and for defense purposes, and parts, fittings and components therefor;retail
store services in relation to engines and power generation equipment, and parts, fittings and components
therefor;retail store services in relation to clothing;online retail store services in relation to parts for vehicles,
equipment, and machinery for use in agriculture, compaction, construction, demolition, earth conditioning, earth
contouring, earth moving, landscaping, lifting, marine, material handling, material scrapping, mining, mulching,
oil and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration and production, and parts, fittings and components therefor;online
retail store services in relation to parts for vehicles, equipment, and machinery for use in paving, pipelaying, power
generation, road building and repair, site preparation and remediation, waste management, air and space
exploration, quarry, aggregate and cement, vegetation management, transportation, and for defense purposes;online
retail store services in relation to parts for engines and power generation equipment;retail rental store services in
the field of construction equipment, mining equipment and generators;retail store services in the field of clothing,
footwear, toys, tote bags, sport bags, watches, sunglasses, eyeglasses, books, sporting goods and gift
items;arranging and conducting auctions;on-line auction services;business management assistance in particular
assisting dealer in managing their business and advertising;providing a searchable database, via the internet, of
used construction, agricultural, paving, and forestry machinery for sale or rent;providing searchable computer
databases, websites, and on-line information services relating to purchasing of vehicles, equipment, machines,
machine tools, and parts therefor, for use in agriculture, compaction, construction, demolition, earth conditioning,
earth contouring, earth moving, landscaping, lifting, marine, material handling, material scrapping, mining,
mulching, oil and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration and production;providing searchable computer databases,
websites,
and
on-line
information
services
relating
to
purchasing
of
vehicles,
equipment, machines, machine tools, and parts therefor, for use in paving, pipelaying, power generation, road
building and repair, site preparation and remediation, waste management, air and space exploration, quarry,
aggregate and cement, vegetation management, transportation, and for defense purposes;providing searchable
computer databases, websites, and on-line information services relating to purchasing of engines, power generation
equipment and parts therefor.
Int Class 35
CAT (and logo)

(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

(151)

19/04/2021
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

628/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
WESTERN UNION HOLDINGS, INC.
7001 EAST BELLEVIEW AVENUE, DENVER, COLORADO 80237, U.S.A.
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(9) Computer software; computer operating programs, recorded; computer programs, downloadable; computer
programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable cryptographic keys for receiving and spending
cryptocurrency; downloadable e-wallets; electronic and magnetic ID cards for use in connection with payment for
services; magnetic encoded cards for debit credit and stored value transactions; computer software, namely,
electronic financial platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debit transactions in an integrated
mobile phone, PDA, and web based environment; computer software to enable searching of data; database
management software; computer software for the provision of banking services; credit screening software;
computer software for encryption; application software; computer application software for mobile phones;
computer programs and computer software for electronic trading of securities; computer e-commerce software to
allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; computer firmware;
consumer coupons in electronic form; electronic publications, downloadable; computers; smartphones;
smartwatches., (36) Insurance; insurance services; financial affairs; financial services; monetary affairs; banking
services; real estate affairs; money transfer services; bill payment services; money order services; cheque cashing
services; debt collection services; electronic funds transfer services ; transmission of money by electronic means
from customers; transfer of payments for consumers; credit card services; processing electronic payments made
through prepaid cards; issuing gift certificates which may then be redeemed for goods or services; automated teller
machine services; debit card services; issuing stored value cards; direct deposit of funds into customer bank
accounts; automated financial clearing house deposit services and on-line auction payment and settlement services;
currency exchange services; real estate agency services; real estate management; investment management services;
arranging of loans; mortgage banking; mutual funds; stocks and bonds brokerage; trusteeship; home banking;
leasing of real estate; bail-bonding; brokerage; capital investment; cheque verification; financial clearing houses;
credit bureau services;crowdfunding; debt advisory services; debt collection agency services; deposits of valuables;
e-wallet payment services; electronic transfer of virtual currencies; exchanging money; financial analysis; financial
appraisals; financial consultancy; financial customs brokerage services; financial evaluations; financial exchange
of virtual currency; financial management; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; financial
research; financial sponsorship; financial valuation of intellectual property assets; providing financial information;
providing financial information via a web site; financing services; fiscal valuation; hire-purchase financing; leasepurchase financing; instalment loans; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy; insurance underwriting;
providing insurance information; investment of funds; lending against security; loans [financing]; organization of
monetary collections; online banking; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments;
provident fund services; real estate affairs; real estate appraisal; real estate brokerage; providing rebates at
participating establishments of others through use of a membership card; rent collection; retirement payment
services; safe deposit services; savings bank services; securities brokerage; stock brokerage services; stock
exchange quotations; stocks and bonds brokerage; surety services; issuance of tokens of value; issuance of travelers'
checks; trusteeship; fiduciary; compliance services. and (42) Quality control and authentication services; design
and development of computer hardware and software; computer programming; computer rental; computer security
consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer software design; computer system analysis; computer
system design; computer technology consultancy; rental of computer software; conversion of computer programs
and data, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; data
encryption services; data security consultancy; development of computer platforms; duplication of computer
programs; electronic data storage; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet;
electronic monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; information
technology [IT] consultancy; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a web
site; installation of computer software; internet security consultancy; maintenance of computer software;
monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized
access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; platform as a service [PaaS]; software
as a service [SaaS]; updating of computer software; user authentication services using single sign-on technology
for online software applications; user authentication services using technology for e-commerce transactions; hosted
software solution for use in compliance.

48

(510)
(540)

Int Class 9, 36 and 42
Western Union WU (and logo)
----------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

597/2020
19/04/2021
(151)
UPL CORPORATION LIMITED
5th Floor Newport Building, Louis Pasteur Street, Port Louis, Mauritius
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(1) Chemicals for use in industry as well as in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry;unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics;substances for tanning animal
skins and hides;compost, manures, fertilizers;biological preparations for use in industry
and science.
Int Class 1
LARVIRON
----------------------

640/2020
(151)
S.A GLOBAL LTD
KIGALI, Rwanda
MITRA ANIRBAN
KIGALI
(3) Detergent for Laundry
Int Class 3
OZZY (and logo)

05/05/2021

------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

641/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
BAPFAKURERA1 LTD
NYARUGENGE, KGIGALI, Rwanda
BAPFAKURERA SERAPIE
MUNINI, NYARUGURU, SOUTH
(30) Maize Flour
Int Class 30
EDEN GIFT (and logo)

Disclaim the word " gift" separately and apart of the mark as
a whole
--------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

642/2020
(151)
ExCraft ltd
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
Kimihurura, Gasabo
(30) Cooking salt
Int Class 30
SILA EXCLAFT (and logo)

22/04/2021

Disclaim the word " excraft " separately and apart of the
mark as a whole
---------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

647/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
KIREHE RICE COMPANY LTD
KIREHE, EASTERN PROVINCE, Rwanda
NDAHAYO PROTOGENE
KIREHE, EASTERN PROVINCE
(30) RICE
Int Class 30
AKABUNDA (and logo)

----------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

652/2020
05/05/2021
(151)
ENTREPRISE SYLVESTRE
HABUMUREMYI
NYARUGENGE, KIMISAGARA,
RWANDA, Rwanda
HABUMUREMYI SYLIVESTRE
, NYARUGENGE
(33) all products/services
Int Class 33
URUGAMBA
-------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

648/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
LUCKY BUS DMCC
Unit No: 3343, DMCC Business Centre, Level No 1, Jewellery&Gemplex 3, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(9) Computer programs, downloadable; Computer memory devices; Computer programs, recorded; Encoded
cards, magnetic; Computer software applications, downloadable; USB flash drives; Cases for smartphones;
Covers for smartphones; Mouse pads; Bags adapted for laptops; Computer screen saver software, recorded
or downloadable; Downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; Electronic terminal for an electronic lottery
system which generates lottery tickets; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Electronic notice boards.
and (41) Organization of lotteries; Game services provided online from a computer network; Entertainment
services; Ticket agency services [entertainment]; Club services [entertainment or education]; Organization
of competitions [education or entertainment]; Providing online electronic publications, not downloadable;
Providing online music, not downloadable; Providing online videos, not downloadable; Radio entertainment;
Games equipment rental; Providing information relating to recreational activities; Instruction services;
Coaching [training]; Electronic desktop publishing.
Int Class 9 and 41
bangbet (and logo)

--------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

649/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
LUCKY BUS DMCC
Unit No: 3343, DMCC Business Centre, Level No 1, Jewellery&Gemplex 3, Dubai, U.Arab
Emirates
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(9) Computer programs, downloadable; Computer memory devices; Computer programs, recorded;
Encoded cards, magnetic; Computer software applications, downloadable; USB flash drives; Cases
for smartphones; Covers for smartphones; Mouse pads; Bags adapted for laptops; Computer screen
saver software, recorded or downloadable; Downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; Electronic
terminal for an electronic lottery system which generates lottery tickets; Mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; Electronic notice boards. and (41) Organization of lotteries; Game services
provided online from a computer network; Entertainment services; Ticket agency services
[entertainment]; Club services [entertainment or education]; Organization of competitions
[education or entertainment]; Providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; Providing
online music, not downloadable; Providing online videos, not downloadable; Radio entertainment;
Games equipment rental; Providing information relating to recreational activities; Instruction
services; Coaching [training]; Electronic desktop publishing.
Int Class 9 and 41
Goodbet
------------------------------

51

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

646/2020
22/04/2021
(151)
OBOR TECHNOLOGY (RWANDA) LTD
Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
HE GANG
Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali
(6) Roof flashing of metal, Screws of metal, Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, Roofing tiles of
metal, Roofing of metal, Building materials of metal, Roof gutters of metal, Building of metal, Roof coverings
of metal., (7) Bread cutting machines, Lace making machines, Inking apparatus for printing machines, Printing
machines, Washing machines(Laundry), Friezing machines, Ironing machines. Robots(machines), Food
preparation machines, electromechanical, Kitchen machines, electric, Fruit, presses, electric, for household
purposes, Food processors, electric, Dust removing installations for cleaning purpose, Kitchen grinders,
electric.
, (9) Chargers for electric batteries, Cabinets for loudspeaker, Cameras(photography), Loudspeakers, Case
especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments, Radio, Carriers for dark plates(photography),
Computers, Videotapes, Video recorders, Video cassettes, Video screens, Video telephones, Cell phone straps,
Video baby monitors, Mobile telephones/Cell phones/Celluar phones, Case for smartphones., (11) Airconditioning installations, Light bulbs, Light bulbs, electric, Electric lamps, Bakers'ovens, Air conditioning
apparatus, Cooking utensils, electric, Cooking stoves/cookers, Showers, Ceilling lights, Laundry dryers,
electric, Kitchen ranges (Ovens), Coffee machines, electric, Shower cubicles(enclosures(Am)), Kettles,
electric, Electric fans for personal use, Microwave ovens., (19) Coatings (building materials)., (20) bedsteads
of wood, desks, furniture, furniture of metal, furniture partitions of wood/partitions of wood for furniture, doors
for furniture, sofas, tables of metal, dressing tables, bookcases., (35) Advertising/Publicity, Commercial
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others Marketing, Provision of an on-line
marketplace
for
buyers
and
sellers
of
goods
and
services
, (36) Exchanging money, Loans(financing), Savings bank services, Processing of credit card payments,
Processing of debit card payments, Online banking, Provident fund services. and (39) Delivery of goods,
storage of goods, storage /warehousing, Freight (Shipping of goods), Transport, rental of storage,
Transportation logistics
Int Class 6, 7, 9, 11, 19, 20, 35, 36 and 39
Obor (and logo)

-------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)

(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

654/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
Yiwu Jinmin Electric Appliance Co., Ltd.
Floor 2, Building 6, Two District, Yian
Houzhai Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang, Peoples
Republic of China
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(34) Electronic cigarettes; oral vaporizers for smokers; cigarettes; cigarette tips;
ashtrays for smokers; cigarette filters; lighters for smokers; tobacco pipes; cigarette
cases; flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco.
Int Class 34
YAKI (and logo)
--------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

650/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
LUCKY BUS DMCC
Unit No: 3343, DMCC Business Centre, Level No 1, Jewellery&Gemplex 3, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(9) Computer programs, downloadable; Computer memory devices; Computer programs, recorded;
Encoded cards, magnetic; Computer software applications, downloadable; USB flash drives; Cases for
smartphones; Covers for smartphones; Mouse pads; Bags adapted for laptops; Computer screen saver
software, recorded or downloadable; Downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; Electronic terminal for
an electronic lottery system which generates lottery tickets; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;
Electronic notice boards. and (41) Organization of lotteries;Game services provided online from a computer
network;Entertainment services;Ticket agency services [entertainment];Club services [entertainment or
education];Organization of competitions [education or entertainment];Providing online electronic
publications, not downloadable;Providing online music, not downloadable;Providing online videos, not
downloadable;Radio entertainment;Games equipment rental;Providing information relating to recreational
activities;Instruction services;Coaching [training];Electronic desktop publishing.
Int Class 9 and 41
Betsure
---------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

651/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
LUCKY BUS DMCC
Unit No: 3343, DMCC Business Centre, Level No 1, Jewellery&Gemplex 3, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates
GILGAL LAW FIRM
Remera, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali
(9) Computer programs, downloadable; Computer memory devices; Computer programs, recorded; Encoded
cards, magnetic; Computer software applications, downloadable; USB flash drives; Cases for smartphones;
Covers for smartphones; Mouse pads; Bags adapted for laptops; Computer screen saver software, recorded or
downloadable; Downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; Electronic terminal for an electronic lottery system
which generates lottery tickets; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Electronic notice boards. and (41)
Organization of lotteries; Game services provided online from a computer network; Entertainment services;
Ticket agency services [entertainment]; Club services [entertainment or education]; Organization of
competitions [education or entertainment]; Providing online electronic publications, not downloadable;
Providing online music, not downloadable; Providing online videos, not downloadable; Radio entertainment;
Games equipment rental; Providing information relating to recreational activities; Instruction services;
Coaching [training]; Electronic desktop publishing.
Int Class 9 and 41
Bangcasino

------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

665/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
VINIT INTERNATIONAL LTD
MWULIRE, RWAMAGANA, RWANDA,
Rwanda
SEMANA PAUL
REMERA, KIGALI, RWANDA
(30) Biscuits/ cookies
Int Class 30
VINIT (and logo)

--------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

666/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
VINIT INTERNATIONAL LTD
MWULIRE, RWAMAGANA, RWANDA,
Rwanda
SEMANA PAUL
REMERA, KIGALI, RWANDA
(30) Biscuits cookies
Int Class 30
VINIT (and logo)

----------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

664/2020
05/05/2021
(151)
ANAS FOODS LTD
GAHANGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI, Rwanda
JEDHAVA HUSENAHMAD ISMAILBHAI
GAHANGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI
(30) Chips (cereal products);corn flour/corn meal/ maize flours;corn,
milled/ maize, milled
Int Class 30
SCHOOL TIME (and logo)

-----------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

657/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
O'GENIUS PRIORITY LTD
KIYOVU, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY,
Rwanda
IGIRANEZA Origene
RWIMBOGO, NYARUGUNGA, KICUKIRO, KIGAKI CITY
(9) Scientific, cinematographic, Photographic, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments and
computers., (41) Education, Providing of training, entertainment, sporting and culture. and (42)
Scientific and technological services and research and design services, design and development of
computer hardware and software.
Int Class 9, 41 and 42
O'GENIUS PRIORITY (and logo)

Disclaim the word "Priority" separately and apart from the
mark as a whole
-------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

658/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
O'GENIUS PRIORITY LTD
KIYOVU, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
IGIRANEZA Origene
RWIMBOGO, NYARUGUNGA, KICUKIRO, KIGAKI CITY
(9) Scientific, cinematographic, Photographic, life-saving and teaching apparatus and
instruments and computers., (41) Education, Providing of training, entertainment, sporting
and culture. and (42) Scientific and technological services and research and design services,
design and development of computer hardware and software.
Int Class 9, 41 and 42
O'GENIUS PANDA (and logo)

------------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

670/2020
22/04/2021
(151)
EAST AFRICAN POWER LTD
KG 632 st, RUGANDO, KIGALI, RWANDA, Rwanda
BRADLEY SANDERS
KG 215, #77
(9) Solar batteries;solar panels for the production of electricity;, (11) Water intake apparatus;, (36)
Capital investment;Arranging finance for construction projects;, (37) Building construction
supervision;Electric appliance installation and repair;Pipeline construction and maintenance;Repair
of power lines;construction;construction consultancy;Machinery installation, maintenance and
repair;, (39) Electricity distribution; and (42) Engineering; Architectural services; Architectural
consultancy; Monitoring of computer systems by remote; Research and development of new
products for others; Conducting technical project studies.
Int Class 9, 11, 36, 37, 39 and 42
EAP (and logo)

-----------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

672/2020
22/04/2021
(151)
SOFT LANDING FACILITATIONS
RWANDA
KIGARAMA, KICUKIRO, Rwanda
MUGISHA YVES
KIGARAMA, KICUKIRO
(43) Reception services for temporal
accommodation
Int Class 43
SOFT LANDING FACILITATIONS (and
logo)

Disclaim the word " soft " landing and " facilitations apart
of the mark as a whole
------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

678/2020
22/04/2021
(151)
M.P BAHO COMPANY LTD
KINAZI, RUHANGO, Rwanda
HATARI MARCEL
KINAZI, RUHANGO
(32) Soft drinks
Int Class 32
INGORORANO
--------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

667/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
VINIT INTERNATIONAL LTD
MWULIRE, RWAMAGANA, RWANDA,
Rwanda
SEMANA PAUL
REMERA, KIGALI, RWANDA
(30) Biscuits/ Cookies
Int Class 30
VINIT (and logo)
-----------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

668/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
VINIT INERNATIONAL LTD
MWULIRE, RWAMAGANA, RWANDA,
Rwanda
SEMANA PAUL
REMERA, KIGALI, RWANDA
(30) Biscuits/ Cookies
Int Class 30
VINIT (and logo)

------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

669/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
KOPERATIVE '' LE PALMIER''
Nunga, Gahanga, Kicukiro, kigali, Rwanda
Rumiya Kamali
Kigali
(29) palm oil for food
Int Class 29
SANGA
-----------------------------
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No

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

674/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
BONE SA
CHELSEA OFFICE PARK, BLOCK C,
57 WESSELS ROAD, RIVONIA, GAUTENG, Republic of South Africa
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(5) Bone graft material, surgical implants and other material for use for surgical grafting and implanting;,
(10) Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth;
orthopaedic articles; suture materials; bone augmentation materials, preparations containing collagen;
surgical dressings containing or made from collagen;, (35) Wholesale and retail services in respect of bone
products, collagen, collagen matrices and tissue for animal and human use; medical additives and
accessories for use by surgeons, medical professionals and veterinarians when repairing bones or
collagenous material;, (42) Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto;
industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software;
medical research; research of collagen and tissue based products; research in to improvements in
collagenous and tendon and tissue based products; and (44) Medical services;veterinary services;hygienic
and beauty care for human beings or animals;agriculture, horticulture and forestry services;medical services
in the fields of collagen and tissue based products;medical services in improvements in collagenous and
tendon and tissue based products
Int Class 5, 10, 35, 42 and 44
VITANOVA
---------------------------

16/2021
05/05/2021
(151)
BANQUE POPULAIRE DU RWANDA PLC
Nyarugenge, P.O BOX 1348 Kigali, Rwanda
Maurice TOROITICH
Kigali
(36) Banking; Online banking; Electronic funds transfer
Int Class 36
BPR HORANA CASH (and logo)

exclusive right shall be given to the wording " HORANA
CASH" and "FAST, RELIABLE, SECURE" separately and
apart of the mark as a whole
-----------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

17/2021
05/05/2021
(151)
BANQUE POPULAIRE DU RWANDA PLC
Nyarugenge, P.O BOX 1348 Kigali, Rwanda
Maurice TOROITICH
Kigali
(36) Banking;Safe deposits;Withdrawals
Int Class 36
BPR HAFI (and logo)
- ----------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

686/2020
05/05/2021
(151)
STAR LEARNING SOLUTION LTD
Kagarama, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda
KAZAWADI PAPIAS DEDEKI
Kagarama, Kicukiro, Kigali
(41) Coaching (training); correspondence
courses; Education Examination .
Int Class 41
TASKS (and logo)
--------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

688/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
MUGENZI TRADING GROUP LTD
Gacaca, Musanze, Amajyaruguru, Rwanda
TWAHIRWA KENNETH
Kigali
(33) Wine
Int Class 33
INYAMANZA
-----------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

689/2020
23/04/2021
(151)
MANEBU IMPORTS AND GENERAL
TRADING
Ntarama, Bugesera, I Burasirazuba, Rwanda
NYABUDARA Frank Martin
Ntarama, Bugesera, I Burasirazuba
(29) Palm oil for cooking;cooking oil for
food;soya bean oil for food;sunflower for food.
Int Class 29
MANEBU
------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

15/2021
05/05/2021
(151)
BANQUE POPULAIRE DU RWANDA PLC
Nyarugenge, P.O BOX 1348 Kigali, Rwanda
Maurice TOROITICH
Kigali
(36) Banking;Online banking;Electronic funds transfer
Int Class 36
BPR MOBILE BANKING (and logo)

No exclusive right shall be given to the wording
"MOBILE" and "BANK " separately and apart of the mark as
a whole
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